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Foreword 
This issue wraps up our twenty-fifth volume. At least twenty-five 
Editors in Chief before me have also sat in front of a blank screen, attempting 
to describe in a few short paragraphs everything that HWLfhas gone through 
under their watchful eye. It is certainly no easy task and this year is no 
exception. Volume 25 saw new members join, new connections formed, and 
new topics breached. 
We have attempted to carry on with the traditions of this publication, 
drawing attention to controversial legal issues, while continuing to expand 
and create in a growingly interconnected world. But, in tbis twenty-fifth year 
of existence, we also took a moment to look to the past and appreciate the 
long road the Journal has traveled to get here. In February, we hosted our 
first Alumni Celebration and welcomed back past Journal members. 
Undoubtedly, we would not be here without any of them. Our alumni went 
on to become successful practitioners, judges, enterpreneurs, and trailblazers 
in their fields . But, to toot our own born, they all got their start in this very 
office, on the twenty-second floor. Our alumni and our soon-to-be alumni 
are the reason why this journal will keep growing, expanding, and adapting 
to stay relevant and stay true to our mission of growing our own trees. 
This last issue of the twenty-fifth volume includes two different articles 
on some pressing topics: procreation and the right of women to their bodies. 
We will also examine the field of feminist tort law and review a recently 
published book on women in the judiciary. Our two student-written notes 
will examine the issues children face in the dependency system and continue 
the discussion of workplace gender discrimination. Finally, for those of you 
who missed our fall symposium on female leaders, this issue includes Leader 
Nancy Pelosi's remarks from the event. 
We have done a lot over the last seven months, including elect the next 
group of students who will take the helm of this great publication. And so, 
like dozens of Editors in Chief before me, I would like to introduce Sonya 
Rahders as the incoming Editor in Chief of HWLf. I wish her and the rest of 
the Volume 26 team the best ofluck in beginning the next twenty-five years 
of the Journal's existence. I have no doubt that they will make us proud to 
be HWLJ alumni. 
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